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Anomalous behavior of normal kinematic restitution in the oblique impacts of a hard sphere
on an elastoplastic plate

Michel Y. Louge and Michael E. Adams
Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

~Received 27 July 2001; published 16 January 2002!

We observe oblique impacts of a hard aluminum oxide sphere on a thick elastoplastic polycarbonate plate by
recording stroboscopic photographs of the sphere trajectory and spin. The apparent kinematic coefficient of
normal restitution grows monotonically with the magnitude of the tangent of the angle of incidence, and the
apparent coefficient of friction decreases with increasing normal impact velocity. Although every collision
dissipates the total kinetic energy of the sphere, we observe restitution coefficients exceeding unity for the most
grazing impacts. We exploit this example to confirm that, although an apparent kinematic coefficient of normal
restitution below one is sufficient to guarantee dissipation of kinetic energy in any collision, this condition is
not necessary for oblique impacts of spheres on a plate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theories@1# and numerical simulations@2# for collisional
flows of granular materials predicate their success on m
eling the impacts of individual grains accurately. To ma
these theories tractable, individual collisions are descri
using the simplified treatment that Walton proposed@3#. Wal-
ton ignores the detailed dynamics of each impact. Instead
predicts the collision outcome using three constant par
eters. Experiments have shown that this simple model
equately describes binary impacts of spheres@4,5# and
slightly aspherical particles@6#, as well as impacts of sphere
of various materials on flat plates@4–7#. Discrete element
simulations incorporating this model have successfully
produced actual collisional flows carried out in micrograv
@8#.

One of the three parameters in Walton’s model is a ki
matic coefficient of normal restitution. The conventional a
sumption is that it is less than one. However, as this pa
will show, there are peculiar instances in which this coe
cient exceeds unity for oblique impacts. We begin with
summary of the model and its limitations. We then descr
the apparatus briefly and discuss the significance of our
perimental observations.

II. BACKGROUND

To describe the impact of a sphere on another sphere
stationary wall, Walton invokes three assumptions@3#. First,
the contact area between the impact protagonists reduces
single point through which all forces are exerted. Seco
rather than modeling the time history of these forces, Wal
focuses instead on the total collisional impulseJ, which rep-
resents their integral over the entire collision time. Thi
Walton closes his model using three constant paramete
be determined experimentally@4–7#. What follows is a sum-
mary of the corresponding analysis for a sphere impactin
stationary half-space.

Consider a rigid sphere of diameterd, center-of-mass ve
locity c, and spinv before impact~Fig. 1!. The relative
velocity of the contact point is
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u5c2~d/2!v3n, ~1!

wheren is the unit normal vector perpendicular to the pla
The incident angleg betweenu andn characterizes the im
pact geometry, cotg[u•n/uu3nu. Because impacts occu
whenu•n<0, this angle lies in the rangep/2<g<p.

The postcollision velocities are derived by writing the ba
ance of linear and angular momenta in the collision and
invoking Walton’s three-parameter closure. The first para
eter is the kinematic coefficient of normal restitutione. It
characterizes the incomplete restitution of the normal co
ponent ofu,

n•u852en•u, ~2!

where primes denote conditions after the collision. The ex
tence of a rebound requirese>0.

The conventional assumption@4# is that the kinematic co-
efficient of normal restitution also satisfiese<1. In fact, as
Chatterjee and Ruina@9# pointed out, although this condition
is sufficient to guarantee that the model predicts dissipa
of kinetic energy in the collision, it is not necessary for o
lique impacts of spheres. Using thin disks levitated on an
table, Calsamigliaet al. @10# observed a single data point fo
which the impact on a thick plate may have exhibited a n
mal restitution exceeding unity. As we will illustrate with

FIG. 1. Impact geometry.
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hard sphere colliding on an elastoplastic plate, values oe
.1 are indeed possible without implying that the impa
would artificially produce kinetic energy.

Smith and Liu@11# made a similar point for certain non
collinear impacts in which the normal at the contact poin
not directed along the line joining the centers of mass of
two colliding bodies. Using finite element modeling, the
authors showed that the kinematic coefficient of normal r
titution of the hemispherical ends of a circular rod impacti
a half-space can exceed one. They briefly reported sim
experiments in which a ‘‘superball’’ bonded to the end of
cylindrical rod exhibited values ofe as high as 1.4.

Nonetheless, Smith@12# also showed that the conditio
e,1 is not sufficient to guarantee energy dissipation for
possible frictional, noncollinear impacts of nonspherical bo
ies. To insure that impacts always dissipate kinetic ene
Wang and Mason@13# and Stronge@14,15# proposed alterna
tive definitions of restitution. The first defines normal res
tution as the ratio of impulses during the compression
restitution phases of the impact@13#. The other equates th
square of the normal restitution coefficient to the ratio of
elastic strain energy released during restitution to that
sorbed during compression@14,15#. However, because thes
definitions are difficult to implement in the kinetic theory
collisional granular materials or in the corresponding discr
element simulations, the kinematic closure in Eq.~2! is gen-
erally preferred, particularly if all grains are spherical.

The second parameter in Walton’s model arises w
grazing collisions with incident angles nearp/2 involve
gross sliding. For these, Walton assumes that sliding is
sisted by Coulomb friction and that the tangential and norm
components of the impulseJ are related by the coefficient o
friction m,

un3Ju5m~n•J!, ~3!

wherem>0.
For greater values of the incident angle, the impac

closer to head-on and it no longer involves gross sliding
parts of the contact patch are brought to rest. Wheng ex-
ceeds the limiting angleg0, Walton replaces Eq.~3! with

n3u852b0n3u, ~4!

whereg0[p2arctan@7(11e)m/2(11b0)# andb0 is a con-
stant tangential coefficient of restitution satisfying 0<b0
<1. For simplicity, he then categorizes the collision
‘‘sticking’’ and assumes that the entire contact point
brought to rest during impact. For sticking collisions, t
definition of b0 in Eq. ~4! implies that some of the elasti
strain energy stored in the solid during impact is recovera
through tangential compliance, so the tangential velocity
the point of contact may be reversed. In Walton’s mod
Eqs. ~3! and ~4! are mutually exclusive, i.e., the point o
contact is either sliding@Eq. ~3!# or sticking @Eq. ~4!#. This
exclusion thus distinguishes two separate impact regime

However, theories@16,17,23# and experiments@4–7# in-
dicate that such exclusion is merely a convenient simplifi
tion. In fact,b0, which represents the ratio of the tangent
contact velocities after and before impact, varies with
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angle of incidence, starting with negative values for nea
head-on collisions, and becoming positive throughout
rest of the sticking regime. In principle,b0 can also exceed
unity, as long as this does not imply the creation of kine
energy in the impact. Because typical spheres engaged
collisional granular flow experience few contacts withg
.g0, the crudeness of Eq.~4! seldom matters in practice
@18#.

A convenient way to interpret data from an impact expe
ment is to follow Maw, Barber, and Fawcett@16,17# and
produce a plot ofC2[2(u8•t)/(u•n) versus C1[2(u
•t)/(u•n), where t is a unit vector located in the collision
plane (u,n) and parallel to the plate. In collisions of a ho
mogeneous sphere that involves gross sliding,

C25C12
7

2
~11e!m sgn~u•t!, ~5!

and in collisions that do not,

C252b0C1 . ~6!

Foersteret al. @4# provide a detailed derivation of thes
equations. For positive values ofu•t, C1 represents the
magnitude of the tangent of the incident angle. Similarly,
ratio (C2 /e) is the tangent of the rebound angleg8 between
n andu8. If the coefficientse, m, andb0 are constant, data
plotted asC2 versusC1 fall on two distinct straight lines
given by Eqs.~5! and ~6! that permit unambiguous identifi
cation of the sliding and sticking regimes. This paper repo
a case where such a plot must be complemented by a det
look at the dependence ofe on C1 and of m on normal
impact velocity.

III. APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus is derived from that of Fo
steret al. @4#. A solenoid valve connected to a vacuum pum
releases a 99.5% alumina ceramic sphere of diameter 3
mm and density 3.87 g/cm3 ~Hoover Precision! in a free fall
without spin above a thick and wide polycarbonate plate
Lexan.

A computer running theLABVIEW software coordinates
the release of the sphere and the image acquisition fro
Pulnix TM1010 digital charge coupled device camera w
102431024 square pixels of 9 mm width. Stroboscopic ill
mination allows the camera to record successive position
the sphere before and after the collision through a TAMRO
23FM25L lens of 25 mm focal length andF/1.6 to 16~Fig.
2!. The digitized pictures are analyzed using computer vis
software. A circle is superimposed upon each sphere im
to establish the location of its center. Because the collis
has a very short duration, it cannot be observed. Instead
position and velocity of the sphere at impact are extrapola
from two successive images on the photograph. From
extrapolation, we infer the unit normaln and the linear ve-
locities c andc8 before and after impact. This permits us
evaluate the collisional impulse

J5m~c82c!, ~7!
3-2
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wherem is the mass of the sphere.
We also record the spinv8 after impact by tracking the

angular position of a mark drawn on the white sphere~Fig.
2!. As Fig. 3 indicates, this observation agrees well with
value of v8 that is independently calculated from the me
sured impulse, assuming that all forces are exerted at a s
contact point,

I ~v82v!52~d/2!n3J, ~8!

where I 5md2/10 is the moment of inertia about the cent
of the homogeneous sphere and, because this apparatu
leases the sphere without initial spin,v50.

From known linear and angular velocities, we then cal
late the relative velocities at contactu and u8 and plot the

FIG. 2. Typical image withg5160°, C150.364, C250.033,
uu•nu51.4 m/s, uu•tu50.5 m/s, andv85250 rad/s at a strobo
scope frequency of 200 Hz.

FIG. 3. Postcollision rotation rate versusC1 for uuu51.5 m/s.
The triangles represent rates inferred from Eqs. 7 and 8. The ci
are rates measured by tracking the rotation of marks drawn on
spheres~Fig. 2!.
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corresponding values ofC2 andC1. Foersteret al. provide
further details of the experimental apparatus and data an
sis @4#.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data in Fig. 4 clearly reveals two impact regimes. F
C1.C051.560.2, oblique collisions appear to conform
Eq. ~5! with gross sliding. Below this value, Eq.~6! ad-
equately represents the relation betweeng andg8 for nearly
head-on collisions withb050.2660.05.

However, as Fig. 5 shows, the apparent values of nor
restitution increase withC1. The growth is well-represente
by the empirical relation

e5e01~12e0!C1 /C t , ~9!

wheree050.91 is the restitution for head-on collisions. R
markably, normal restitution clearly exceeds unity forC1

es
he

FIG. 4. Plot ofC2 versusC1. The insert is a detail near th
origin.

FIG. 5. Kinematic coefficient of normal restitution versusC1

5utangu. The triangles and circles are data withuuu51.5 m/s (h
512 cm) anduuu52.2 m/s (h525 cm), respectively.
3-3
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.Ct53.7. As Fig. 6 indicates, this does not imply that t
sphere rebounds with greater kinetic energy than what it p
sessed before impact.

In fact, the kinematic normal restitution of a sphere on
half-space can exceed unity, even though the total kin
energy is dissipated in the collision. To show this, we fi
evaluate the ratios of the kinetic energies of translationT8
and rotationR8 after impact to the total kinetic energyK
before impact. Denoting the sticking and sliding regim
with the subscriptsb andm, respectively, these ratios are

Tb8

K
5

1

~11C1
2!

Fe21
1

49
~522b0!2C1

2G , ~10!

Rb8

K
5

1

~11C1
2!

10

49
~11b0!2C1

2 , ~11!

in the sticking regime, and

Tm8

K
5

1

~11C1
2!

$e21@m~11e!2C1#2%, ~12!

Rm8

K
5

1

~11C1
2!

5

2
m2~11e!2, ~13!

in the sliding regime. A necessary and sufficient condit
for total kinetic energy dissipation is (T81R8),K or,
equivalently,

FIG. 6. Measured postcollision kinetic energies as a fraction
the total kinetic energyK before impact for experiments withh
525 cm. The circles, triangles, and squares represent the rot
energyR8, translation energyT8, and total energyK8, respectively.
The curves are a model based on Eqs.~9! through Eq.~13!, m
50.23 andb050.26. The insert shows details nearC150. The
vertical dashed line denotes the transition between the sticking
sliding regimes.
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~12b0
2!C1

2.2~7/2!~12e2! ~14!

in the sticking regime and

C1.Cc[
7

4
m~11e!2

12e

2m
~15!

in the sliding regime. In Walton’s model, the boundary b
tween the two regimes occurs where

C15C0[
7

2
mS 11e

11b0
D . ~16!

Thus, if 0<b0<1, requiringe<1 is sufficient to uphold Eq.
~14! in the sticking regime and, becauseC0.Cc , to satisfy
Eq. ~15! in the sliding regime as well. For head-on collision
with C150, the conditione<1 is also necessary@Eq. ~14!#.
Thus, if the normal restitution conforms to Eq.~9!, the latter
must satisfye0<1.

However, for oblique impacts,e<1 is not a necessary
condition. To illustrate this point, let us assume that norm
restitution grows according to Eq.~9! and that the friction
coefficient is roughly constant. Let us then focus on values
C1.C t for which e.1. Without much loss of generality, le
us also assume that normal restitution may only exceed
in the sliding regime, i.e.,C t.C0. Algebraic manipulations
of Eqs. ~9! and ~15! yield a necessary and sufficient cond
tion thate0 , m, andC t must satisfy to guarantee the diss
pation of total energy in impacts at anyC1.C t ,

C t.maxF ~12e0!S 1

2m
1

7

4
m D ,

7

2
mG . ~17!

Thus, if condition~17! is upheld, the apparent kinematic co
efficient of normal restitution can in principle growad infini-
tum through Eq.~9!. Chatterjee and Ruina discuss this pa
dox further for bodies of arbitrary geometry@9#.

Our observations suggest a subtle coupling between
normal and tangential contact forces in the impact. Note t
because our experiments do not resolve the detailed dyn
ics of the collision, they only yield apparent values of norm
restitution and friction that are based upon the fixed norman
to the whole plate. However, as Larsson and Stora˚kers
showed@19#, the oblique indentation of a hard solid on
softer half-space leads to asymmetric deformations of
latter. Then, on the microscopic scale, the normaln may not
remain a meaningful measure of the relative orientation
the contact surfaces throughout the duration of oblique c
lisions.

Instead, the gradual increase of the apparent restitu
with C15utangu may be associated with a small rotation
the effective normal, which could arise from local deform
tions of the plate’s surface. If the latter rotated toward t
incoming sphere by an anglea, the restitution and friction
based onn would appear, in the sliding regime, as

e5@~e82m tana!1~11e8!C1 tana#/~11m tana!
~18!

and
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ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF NORMAL KINEMATIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021303
m5~m81tana!/~12m8 tana!, ~19!

where e8 and m8 are the values of restitution and frictio
based on the new local orientation. Becausem8 tana and
tana!1, Eqs. ~18! and ~19! reduce approximately tom8
;m and e;e81(11e8)C1 tana. Comparing this expres
sion with the empirical fit in Eq.~9! suggests that a typica
local surface rotation, if it exists, is on the order ofa
;0.8°. Because we measure the relative orientation ofn and
u to a precision better than 0.1°, the increase ine that we
observe cannot arise from a systematic error in our meas
ment ofg, and therefore, it is not an artifact of our expe
ments.

Finally, the normal restitution is likely to depend upo
normal impact velocity. Several authors have proposed th
ries predicting variations ofe with uu•nu for elastoplastic
spheres@20–24#. Gorham and Kharaz@7# recently conducted
careful experiments showing a substantial dependencee
on uu•nu for both head-on and oblique collisions of alum
num oxide spheres on an aluminum plate. Unfortunately
our apparatus and theirs, the normal velocity is equally

FIG. 7. Kinematic coefficient of normal restitution versus no
mal velocity at contact; for symbols, see Fig. 5. The solid a
dashed lines represent models combining Eqs.~9! and ~20! for h
525 cm and 12 cm, respectively.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the friction coefficient on the norm
impact velocity; for symbols, see Fig. 5. The solid line is the e
pirical fit of Eq. ~21!.
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fected by the plate inclination, which determines the imp
geometry throughC1, and by the release heighth, which sets
the velocity magnitude,

uu•nu5A2gh/A11C1
2, ~20!

whereg59.81 m/s2 is the acceleration of gravity.
In an attempt to distinguish the role of the impact geo

etry and that of the normal velocity, we released the sph
from two possible heightsh512 or 25 cm above the plate
As Fig. 5 shows, the data sets ofe versusC1 corresponding
to the two magnitudes ofuuu are indistinguishable within
experimental error. In contrast, data from the two heig
collapse less well on a graph ofe versusuu•nu ~Fig. 7!. In
fact, the data is reasonably captured by an expression c
bining Eqs.~9! and~20!. Thus, it is unlikely that variations o
e can be solely attributed to a dependence onuu•nu.

When the contacts are in gross slip, we observe that
apparent friction decreases with increasing normal imp
velocity uu•nu ~Fig. 8!, thus supporting the conjecture o
Gorham and Kharaz@7#. The data can be fitted using

m5md1~ms2md!exp~2uu•nu/vc!, ~21!

d

l
-

FIG. 9. Dependence of the friction coefficient on the tangen
impact velocity. The solid lines are fits to the data foruuu
51.5 m/s ~triangles! and uuu52.2 m/s ~circles! combining Eqs.
~20! and ~21!.

FIG. 10. Dependence of the friction coefficient onC1; for sym-
bols and lines, see Fig. 9.
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MICHEL Y. LOUGE AND MICHAEL E. ADAMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 021303
with ms50.45, md50.05, andvc51.4 m/s. In contrast, the
friction data do not correlate well withuu•tu alone~Fig. 9!,
or with C1 alone~Fig. 10!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments with hard ceramic spheres impacting a so
polycarbonate plate have confirmed the hypothesis of C
terjee and Ruina@9# that the apparent kinematic coefficie
of normal restitution can exceed one without artificially cr
ating kinetic energy in the collision. These results call in
question theories for spheres impacting an elastoplastic h
space, which assume thate<1. Despite this anomaly, Wal
ton’s simple impact closure remains useful when it is supp
mented by empirical relations capturing the dependence
the apparent normal restitution on the incident angle and
lu-

J.T
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of the apparent friction coefficient on the normal impa
velocity.
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